cut materials ranging from paper to Plexiglas in complex shapes. However, milling tools generate quite a lot of dust depending on the type of material being cut.
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VENTAJAS

+ Mayor calidad en el corte (ya que no hay

Why choose a Delfin Industrial vacuum
system to compliment your digital
flatbed cutter?










+ Mantenimiento y limpieza eliminados (los
residuos son eliminados instantáneamente)
+ En general, se proporciona un mejor

Powerful & silent regenerative blowers
Up to 30,000 hours expected run time
Fast & efficient waste disposal

ADVANTAGES

Motor & filter protection

+ Higher
quality ofproduction
the cutting (since
no dust is
No manual
cleanup
impeding the tool)

24/7 dust recovery with high suction
Continuous filter cleaning during use
Quality materials with low maintenance needed
NRTL certified explosion-proof models available
Advanced filtration with optional H14 HEPA

¿Cómo funciona?
Se coloca un aspirador cerca del
pantógrafo (1) y se conecta un tubo
aspirar todo tipo de polvo o residuos
creados por la herramienta de corte.
How does it works?
A vacuum unit is positioned near the
is directly connected to the milling tool,
in order to vacuum all kind of dust or
residual created by the cutting tool.
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efficient
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+ Better overall service of the machine to the end
Better cut quality by removing dust
user.

OEMs are choosing Delfin as their preferred partner for their
industrial vacuum needs. With over 25 years of experience,
140 standard models and 100,000 vacuums in service
worldwide, Delfin has never stopped working to find new
innovative and efficient solutions for all applications.
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